The following year, Metrònom’s manager Rafael Tous,
who would later become, probably, the most prominent
collector of artists’ books in our country, organised an
exhibition under the name “Llibres d’artista/Artists’
books”.

13L, an artists’ books group
Rosa Tarruella

We are a group of artists from Barcelona. The name
of the group is 13L. All the artists in the group have
expertise in projects concerning bookworks and
artists’ books. This group was formed in 1998. We
develop our work in art printmaking as well in other
fields, we are also teachers in faculties. The link that
joins us is that of research and our output it has been as
a result of the union between three printworkshops, an
excellent point of convergence and collaboration.
The images throughout this text are of books by
members of the group.

As an improvised chronicler of the group 13L, I began
to remember how I excitedly started producing artists’
books, how all these concepts began to soak in. Back
then, in 1981, the exhibition contained 2000 pieces
that 800 artists had sent from all over the world.
In the catalogue, there was an article by Ulises Carrión
entitled “the new art of making books”, which starts with
the celebrated sentence: “A book is a sequence of spaces.
Each of these spaces is perceived at a different momenta book is also a sequence of moments.”1

We are interested in explaining –through our artists’
books- what we are thinking about regarding book work.
We work on diverse projects, since it is not our intention
to work in only one field. Our starting point has been our
own way of working, since we had all done some
artists’ books before we started the group 13L in 1998.
Two of us, Antonia Vilà and I first thought of
publishing graphic art back in 1984. We still do that,
under the name of LES EDICIONS DEL CALAIX
D’ESTAMPES (The Stamp-drawer publishing).
At the same time, we started putting out artists’ books
under the name of LES EDICIONS DEL TEMPS
SIGNAT (The Sealed Time publishing). In truth, we
were neither alien to visual poetry, to Joan Brossa’s
object-poems, nor to Marcel Duchamp’s Boîte en valise nor
even Fluxus’ suitcases.

Another fragment of a text by Huy Schraenen, for the
same exhibition: “The artist’s book must be conceived
as a book and can not exist but as a book. Rip out
one page and it will be like a Rubens with a hole in it!
Artist’s book = conceptual book; really, there are few in
existence. Once all this is said, it is not necessary to reject
the abundant present production of books called “of
artists” that circulate all around the world because they
are of great interest, not only documentally, but because
they are part of the work and of the means of expressing
himself of the contemporary artist” 2
All of this is still in force. Tom Phillips and his
“The heart of a humunent”, the illegible books, Bruno
Munari’s pre-books, Dieter Roth’s books...the books of
Natalia Goncharova, Olga Rozanova, Alexei Kruchenij,
Kasimir Malevich…I quote them as they come to mind
in no particular order…

A Mail Art exhibition held at Barcelona’s Metrònom
Gallery in 1980 was of the utmost importance. The
gallery’s catalogue, aesthetically of its own time, in
typewritten text, heralded: “Metrònom, Center of
Documentation for Current Art”. It’s worth checking
the inside and taking note of how the different ‘sendings’
were described, compiling art from all over the world:
black and white photocopy, postcard, graphic work, stamp, colour
photocopy, heliography, visual poetry, envelope, handwritten letter,
poetry, manifesto, message, letter, visual poem, object poem, modified
postcard, original postcard, photocopied postcard, photocopied
telegram, painting, drawing, photography, colour phtography,
modified photograph, photography-collage-object,photograph-collage,
photographic series, photography-object, drawing-stamp, object,
letter-object, objects, postcardobject...

That was an important part of my, and possibly our,
sentimental education. By the end of the decade, many
of us had completed some books: some one-of-a-kind
pieces and some numbered limited editions thought of
specifically as pieces of our graphic work which was
evolving at the same time.

object-book, object-painting, drawing-collage, object (wrapped
blotted-line copy), stamp, drawing-stamps, poster, activity
documentation, artist’s publication, original artist’s book, catalogue,
record, fringe publication, audio-magazine, magazine, small
artist’s publication, diverse publications, small publications, group
publications...
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We exhibited our work in different shows that were
organised sporadically or in our own individual graphic
works exhibitions. We had our first exhibition of our own
artists’ books and nothing more, before we became a
group, at Galeria D Barcelona, opposite the MACBA,
(the Contemporary Art museum of Barcelona) in 1997.
That same year, we were given a stand at the book fair in
St. Yrieix la Perche in France. The stand was under the
name of the faculty of Fine Arts of the University of
Barcelona and was manned by teachers and students of
that faculty and of the Teacher’s Training faculty.
After that visit, under the initiative of Antònia Vilà and
after she suggested the name of 13L, we decided to form
the group, in 1998. After we were invited to St. Yrieux
for the second time, we saw ourselves obliged to create a
new piece for the occasion.

“An artist’s book is a mirror where one can see the
reflection of the artist, the reader and the idea”.
(Pepa Busqué)

This is how the collective was born: 13 people, 13 books 3
We were: Eugènia Agustí, Magí Baleta, who sadly is no
longer with us. Pepa Busqué-Ferran Destemple, Montse
Carreño, Mercé Casanovas, Enric Mas, Cristina Pastó
Eloi Puig, Jessie Morin, Rosa Tarruella, Alicia Vela
Eva Vila, Antònia Vilà. Later, David Curto joined in.

“A book. A manifesto. A weapon. A fetish, an object of
desire. A substitute. A challenge. A collection of signs,
images and information that can be readily consulted.
An object, handwritten or printed on paper or other
such material, which is liable to being placed on a shelf
or a similar place due to its physical dimensions.
An easily carried object. An e-book, an audio-book.
A white book (or a book of whatever colour)”.
(Montse Carreño)
“An artist’s book is not an artbook with glossy prints of
works of art, nor is it an artbook which explains art.
An artist’s book is a work of art in itself. The book of an
artist should be easy to get and carry around. It should
spread ideas, images, thoughts and artistic beliefs in an
intimate and personal way”. (Mercè Casanovas)
“Ever since the Old Testament was pieced together,
rarely has such a ferocious, venenous book been
assembled and these could be some of the necessary
conditions of whatever communicative medium of
paper, pages, glue, spines, covers, hard-backs
etc… that same ferocity and poisonous level that can be
distilled, a frequency and intensity of outbursts, insomnia
and febers which can be unleashed. In reality, any book
worth being regarded in such terms is an artist’s book.
Other substandard books can be seen as rainforest
destroying literary cellulite excess”. (David Curto)

We are conscious of our peculiar way of coming into
being as a group. Our basic principles were minimal.
It was a way of beginning and the differences between us
quickly became apparent. We had to decide if, as well as
our own work, we were to do artists’ books as a group.
Also if we were going to go into publishing. From here
the different visions and conceptions of what is or what
an artist’s book should be came to the surface.
If it has to be a collective work, how would that work?
Would we use the same format? Would each one produce
a separate book? Would we then start with 13 books?
What subjects would we tackle? What colour would the
cover be? What would the cover be like?
WHAT SHOULD AN ARTIST’S BOOK BE?

“I believe that the book of an artist, by definition
(definition - something that I term hybrid end of the
century disciplines- the remnants of stuck up pedantry),
I shrink from definitions and pigeonholes, but here goes:
“Artistic artefacts which narrate or express its contents in
a structured manner, generally for visual intake and
to be used and enjoyed (personally) by the individual”.
(Enric Mas)

“Which one is my artist’s book? I always liked the books
made by paper”. (Eugènia Agustí)
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“The book format, for me, is a distribution of specific
space, inseparable from the book in general. The content
matter and the order in which it is presented is decided
upon by the artist. It is the place where constructive
fragments of our imaginations are concentrated and
deposited. It consists of a visual, finite series which
unfolds to gradually unveil a place where space and time
intertwine to become the book itself ”. (Antònia Vilà)
“It is my belief that an artist’s book is a format full of
purpose which can gather together all sorts of language
and manners of artistic expression. It is a powerful
receptacle and therefore one of the most fascinating and
ultimate forms of expression”. (Eva Vila)

“Tuesday, 19th February 2008: Phisically the outside of a
book is a tridimensional object: you can open and close it
as a box. But the inside is multidimensional. What is
there inside the book? You and whatever you put in:
photos, pictures, graphics... A book without signature?
Yes, but never without contents. Who is walking through
its pages?: curious people, marks, ... Thursday, 20th
March 2008: A book? I am not sure what to use it for,
but I know that there are a lot of very good books....”
(Jessie Morin)
“The book of an artist contains a series of closed spaces
that the reader can open with their own hands”.
(Cristina Pastó)

We believe that creativity is made possible through
bookwork. It can take shape on the pages, in a double
page or just on a sheet of paper. But it also takes shape in
space, reflecting on the wall the images sended there
from the computer via the projector. They are moments
in time full of matter - images, more than anything else that glide into space, taking dreams and wishes with
them, untraceable trails of our imagination that longs to
be heard. From the time -20th century - between the two
wars in central Europe, when typographies and images
were the ingredients of the works that designers, poets,
photographers, and artists from all parts put into
circulation to create communication, to now, the subjects
perhaps are the same. Modernity and merchandise crises
have brought about a peaceful coexistence between the
new and traditional ways of producing book works.

“Morning Weather Forecast, October 8, 2007.
Patchy cloud at times. Possible rain showers,
probability of rainfall is 37%. No significant changes
in temperature, lowest minimum temperature, 19,4ºC,
highest temperature, 24,1ºC. Light breezes.
(The “Weather” section of www.elpais.es)”
(Eloi Puig)
“Why is an artist’s book made? To be grasped in one go
and its meaning to be sized as the reader turns the pages.
And what is meant by such pieces? Simply, as Ruscha
would say, “my books can be thought of as little Trips,
but the stories have neither end nor beginning”.
(Rosa Tarruella)

There is the computer or other mediums, the scanner
or similar ways of keeping images to print from the
printmaking practices…. All this, has shaken up the print
field since the 60s when conceptualism opened the way
for other more than merely “artistic” practices and the
Mallarmé device is rooted to the end in some extreme
examples. From then to now, the subjects, the aims to
communicate could be still the same. What has radically
changed, however, is the meaning of the work in itself.
I refer to the facts of its production and its circulation.
Things have changed not only in the way of the
possibility of a lot of identicals instead of the original
and unique work, but also pointing at their qualities of
phisical or virtual existence….

“Dream Space… From the journey, the memory and the
name. From the artist’s book merely an object. Other
books. Other looks. Other dreams. And wherever dreams
are, so are tales. Let us see them throught the mirror
and let us discover, in time, the tricks of the language.
Paraphrasing Georges Perec from Types of Spaces: “…
The Space of this book is not exactly the emptiness but
rather what is around or inside the space…. Initially it is
of little significance, the nothingness, the lack of clarity,
the practically immaterial: the area… There are those of
all shapes and sizes, for whatever use or prupose”.
(Alicia Vela)

So, perhaps we could agree that the ways of producing
book works and their circulation are the ways of
producing the particular meaning of every work….
In reality, the unanimous acceptation that we are working
in an open piece is what has pushed us to stay together.
During all those years, we’ve been building our work in
parallel, opposite to, in the face of, or giving our work
back to others. We have finally achieved a consensus:
we have started publishing some booklets on themes
we vote upon: issue number zero is called ‘Paradise’
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and number one is ‘Atmosphere’. Now in 2009 we are
preparing the third. And we have published a “cadavre
exquis“. What unites us is, as I mentioned before, our
day-to-day work, mostly teaching graphic arts. And for
some of us who are teachers in training, it is our aim
that schoolchildren begin to do their own printmaking
and artists’ books. I can’t leave out how some of us have
included in our post-grad programmes, our work on
artists’ books, not forgetting the theoretical research.
In Erasmus exchanges, we have organised workshops
in France, Italy, Belgium, Poland... Let’s not forget
to mention the special treatment given to the art of
printmaking to digital prints, a decade ago through
the innovative international postgraduate programme
PAR, which focused very thoroughly on the subject of
the artist’s book and on our work. This was held from
Iceland, and co-organised between partners from
Germany, England, France and Spain.

Notes
1. CARRION, U., 1981. The new art of making books.
In METRÒNOM, llibres d’artista/artists’ books. Barcelona:
Galeria Metrònom. 1981. pp. 15-24
2. SCHRAENEN, H., 1981. The book of an artist is
a “work of art”. In METRÒNOM, llibres d’artista/artists’
books. Barcelona: Galeria Metrònom. 1981.
pp. 32-33
3. In the Catalan language, “book” is translated as
“llibre”, so 13 llibres, 13L.
4. Even though we have referred in general to the
phrasing of the book “Ways of worldmaking”, here we
could add: ...”what we have been saying refers to the
nature of knowledge. Therefore, according to what was
said, knowledge cannot be exclusive nor can it primarily
be a question that refers to the determination of what
is truth. Many times discoveries are not made when we
manage to formulate a proposal which set out to do
something or turn something down. Rather, they are
made when we find something that can be adjusted and
made to fit, just like what happens when we get
the last piece in a jigsaw puzzle.” A GOODMAN,
N.,1978. Ways of worldmaking. Spanish translation (1990).
Maneras de hacer mundos. Madrid: Visor, p.42

In a metaphorical way, I think that our ways can be
described as the “Ways of worldmaking” that Nelson
Goodman mentions. To understand how works work,
since apprehension and creation go hand in hand.4
Taking all that into account, all of us work in coordinates
of installations, graphic arts, digital prints, participation
points and our shows are well laid out as seen through
the work. It could be in the design of exhibition
furniture: an enormous table which put the pieces within
the reach of the general public… A table set for a blacktie dinner party, where the plates of the meal are our
pieces... The needs of the way to exhibit the books has
been determinating the different ways of installations….

5. MOEGLIN-DELCROIX, A. 1997. Aesthetics of the
artist’s book. Paris : J.M Place, National French Library
6. ibid quote p.343- p.349

For some of us, the research work of Anne MoëglinDelcroix 5 meant being able to make use of a common
vision of the extensive production of artists’ books,
ordered by a criteria - she would call them aesthetic as a way of thinking on the reasons for making….
these …. can I call them “bookworks”? The connotation
of this anglosaxon term “bookwork” has always
interested me in its use, because,- and as MoëglinDelcroix summed up in her conclusions 6, it’s a work
which consists of a “what I want to say”, and a “what
I want to show”..... not so much in the book but more
through or with the book. Bookwork. In our Catalan
language, “el treball amb el llibre”. Now I’m speaking for
myself, no one else.

This essay was written as a presentation for
Artists’ Books: International Views, Panel 11
Impact Multi-disciplinary Printmaking Conference
University of the West of England, 19/09/09
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/panel09.htm

The images with this essay are photos of some of the
productions which various members of the group have
carried out, and it will have become obvious that each
and every one of us has their own notion and intention
as to what the artist’s book should be.
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